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US Telecoms Quick Take: Who wants US
Cellular?

What’s new: US Cellular (USM) announced a strategic review of its wireless business on Friday.  We don’t

cover USM or TDS, and we are not taking a view on potential transactions, or on the stocks.  We did do a quick

review of their spectrum portfolio with thoughts on what it might be worth and who it might fit best with in this

brief note.

For Blair's thoughts on the policy angle, see here.

Background

We have never covered USM.  From a respectful distance, we have always thought it would see its highest and

best value in combination with one of the national carriers.  In all our conversations with management over the

last two decades, we got the impression that the controlling family had no interest in selling.  It seems they

have changed their mind. 

The logic

Competing as a regional operator against three well-resourced national carriers plus Cable has been tough. 

At the same time, the strategic and financial synergies from combining with a national carrier would be

significant.  On the strategic front, USM’s spectrum portfolio plugs holes in the holdings of the three national

carriers.  On the financial front, the subscribers could be moved across to the acquirer and the USM network

shutdown, eliminating USM’s fixed costs.

In this initial note, we will just take a view on the spectrum.  We will return in due course with thoughts on cost

synergies, and other assets like towers. 
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The spectrum portfolio

USM has spectrum licenses in one third of all Cellular market areas (CMAs), with holdings than span the

600MHz, 700MHz, Cellular, PCS, AWS, CBRS, 3.45GHz, C-Band, 24GHz, 28GHz, 37GHz and 39GHz bands. 

We started with a quick analysis of all their holdings below 3GHz (we will follow up on the rest in due course). 

For the spectrum below 3GHz, they average about 90MHz in the markets where they have licenses, and these

markets cover 34MM POPs on average, for a total of ~3.1BN MHz-POPs.  The biggest concentration of licenses

is in the Midwest; the largest markets are in Wisconsin and Missouri.  The largest holdings below 3GHz are in

700MHz and Cellular.

Table 1: US Cellular Spectrum Holdings

Strategic fit

All spectrum is valuable to all carriers.  It is often cheaper for carriers to deploy spectrum in bands that they

have already deployed.  The most valuable licenses will be those that plug holes in bands that are strategically

important to the carrier.

With that as backdrop, the 700MHz and Cellular licenses may be of most strategic value to the national

carriers.  700MHz plugs holes in T-Mobile’s network, while the Cellular licenses plug holes in AT&T and

Verizon’s networks.

The 600MHz, PCS and AWS don’t appear to plug any major holes, although Dish and T-Mobile have deployed

600MHz, and all three national carriers have deployed PCS and AWS. 

Table 2: Population Coverage of Spectrum Holdings by Carrier, with and without US Cellular Holdings
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(% of US Population)

Valuation

We value the licenses through the following process:

1. We establish the premium or discount paid for the relevant market to the national average price paid at

FCC spectrum auctions.

2. We pick a reference transaction to set the national price for each of low-band (600MHz / 700MHz /

Cellular) and lower mid-band (AWS / PCS).

3. The value of each license is the premium or discount paid at auction, applied to the reference price from

the reference transaction or auction.

For low-band, we picked the price T-Mobile recently paid for 600MHz spectrum from Columbia Capital.  We

reverse the process described above to get the national average price of $1.90 / MHz-POP, and then we work

through the process above to price each USM license. 

For lower mid-band, all the reference transactions are controversial.  We averaged the national average price

paid for all of AWS-3 at auction, excluding the licenses bought by Dish ($2.52 / MHz-POP), with the implied

national average price we think AT&T paid for Leap’s spectrum ($1.36 / MHz-POP), for a national average price

of $1.95 / MHz-POP.

Based on this framework, we estimate that the USM portfolio is worth $3.2BN ($1.04 / MHz-POP). 

Table 3: Valuing US Cellular Licenses
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Conclusion

The best fit may be with T-Mobile.  At the values we have assumed here, the most strategically relevant band

accounts for 24% of the total value of the portfolio.  They would also pick up additional capacity in 600MHz,

PCS, and AWS.  They would likely sell the Cellular spectrum to AT&T or Verizon.

Having said that, Cellular has always been a particularly valuable band for Verizon and AT&T.  USM’s Cellular

only accounts for 22% of the value of the portfolio.  They would likely divest the 600MHz to T-Mobile, and

potentially the 700MHz also. 

The subscribers and other assets have discrete value from the spectrum in this transaction, because any of

the national carriers could accommodate the USM subscribers on their network without USM’s spectrum.  The

value of the subscribers and other assets could increase the value we show here considerably.  We will provide

thoughts on that in due course. 

We think the most likely transaction partner would be one of the three national carriers.  There is the prospect

of a deal with Dish, if USM’s network materially accelerated Dish’s progress towards their next FCC deadline. 

We think the odds of this are very small; there is only one overlapping band (600MHz); and the network

architectures are incompatible.  USM would presumably have to be willing to take stock in a Dish deal.  We

would rule out Cable as a buyer entirely. 
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